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The increasing popularity and increasing use of XML syntax was already taken up by DIN in 
autumn 1999 and in June 2000 DIN published the draft standard E DIN 16557-4 "EDIFACT - 
Part 4: Rules for marking UN/EDIFACT with the Extensible Markup Language (XML) using 
Document Type Definition (DTD)". This draft establishes rules for the representation of 
EDIFACT message types as DTDs. In DTDs, the complete structure of an XML document is 
described in a formalized way.  

DIN Draft Standard XML - Now ISO/TS  

International Status for the Draft Standard E DIN 16557-5 "EDI(FACT)-to-XML-Schemas": 
Published in April 2002 as Technical Specification ISO/TS 20625 
  
However, DTDs describe the structure of an XML document only to a limited extent. The 
validation of XML files using DTDs is limited to the structure of the document. Attributes such 
as format or the specifications of lists of permitted values are not taken into account. For this 
reason there were new initiatives to use further usage variants of XML for the electronic data 
exchange.  
 
In May 2000, GEFEG mbH also submitted an application to DIN in which the generation of 
XML schemas from EDI implementations was defined and documented. In the resulting 
standardization project, GEFEG mbH, together with other user groups, actively participated 
in designing the draft at all stages up to its official publication as draft standard E DIN 16557-
5 "EDIFACT - Part 5: Rules for generating XML Schemas (XSD) from EDI(FACT) application 
rules". Specifically, rules were developed and normatively defined as to how an EDI(FACT) 
application description can be converted into a schema.  
 
Overall, the standardization project met with great interest in wide areas of the German 
economy, since the definition of rules for the generation of schemas and DTDs 
simultaneously supports the maintenance of existing EDI(FACT) implementations in 
companies. The desired goal, namely the connection of the classical EDI applications with 
XML, in order to use the existing know-how, the enormous data volumes and the investments 
of the "classical EDI" and its application variety also further, was reached.  
 
For the EDI user this means that he receives rules for the transfer of his existing EDI 
application into conformal, Internet-based applications and thus opens up the possibilities of 
electronic commerce without having to do without proven, existing semantic specifications.  
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Further security for users results from DIN's further initiative to submit the draft standard to 
ISO and thus to convert German standards into international regulations. In April 2002, the 
International Organization For Standardization published the Technical Specification ISO/TS 
20625 "Electronic data interchange for administration, commerce and transport (EDIFACT) - 
Rules for generation of XML scheme files (XSD) on the basis of EDI(FACT) implementation 
guidelines". In particular, international companies with their business partners benefit from 
this, as they can agree on the rules that now also apply internationally.  
 
The XML/EDI module of GEFEG.FX supports all rules and specifications of these drafts. When 
using the XML module of GEFEG.FX, the user is thus ensured that he works with rule-
compliant messages both with classic EDI and with the current XML markup language.  
 
Should there be any changes to the rules of ISO/TS 20625, these will continue to be 
incorporated at short notice and the XML module will thus be kept up to date with the latest 
standardization. 
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